
Recent Quarter Highlights
Total sales went up by 5.4% to Rs. 9,074.9 crores in Q3FY24.
The profit before depreciation, interest, and taxes (PBDIT) rose by 27.6% to Rs. 2,056.1 crores from Rs.
1,611.4 crores.
The PBDIT margin improved to 22.7% from 18.7% compared to the same period last year.
Net profit increased by 35.0% to Rs. 1,447.7 crores.
International business sales remained steady in Q3 FY’24, though there were challenges due to economic
conditions in key markets.
Sales in the bath fittings business decreased by 5.0% due to weak industry demand.
Kitchen business sales remained stable after four quarters of decline.
White Teak sales increased by 18.3% and Weatherseal sales more than doubled.
APPPG sales increased by 10.1% and PPGAP sales by 12.3% in Q3 FY’24.
Expansion projects at Khandala and Kasna have been completed, increasing production capacity.

Asian Paints

About the Company
Standing out as a beacon of hope despite import restrictions, Asian Paints has maintained its
position as the leading player in the market for over fifty years! Renowned for its innovative
products, this esteemed brand has consistently stayed ahead of its competitors. With an
extensive logistics network and a wealth of data, it currently commands a 60% share in the Indian
Paints industry. The company engages in manufacturing, trading, and selling a wide array of
paints, coatings, wallcoverings, adhesives, tools, and home décor items such as rugs, furnishings,
furniture, bath fittings, and sanitaryware. Additionally, it offers various services including end-to-
end design-to-execution services, safe painting solutions, and interior designing, among others.
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Paints / Varnishes

As per their managemnet remarks by Amit Syngle, Managing Director & CEO “In the last quarter, both our
Decorative and Industrial coatings sectors experienced a combined growth of 6.1%, driven by strong double-digit
growth in Industrial coatings. Within the Decorative Business, Luxury and Economy segments performed well,
achieving a robust 12% increase in volume and 5.5% in value. Although demand eased towards the end of the
quarter, an extended festive season supported growth. Our Auto OE and General Industrial coating businesses also
saw solid revenue growth and healthy profit margins. Internationally, we experienced growth in the Middle East and
Africa, despite challenges from economic conditions and inflation in South Asia and Egypt. Home Décor showed
improvement, particularly with new categories gaining traction and integration efforts in our Beautiful Homes
stores. Margins benefited from growth in luxury products and lower raw material prices, along with operational
efficiencies. Looking ahead, we remain focused on driving sales growth and investing in customer-focused
initiatives to strengthen our market leadership.”

Management Commentary
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Outside India, the company
has operations in 14
countries across four
regions of the world Asia
(Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri
Lanka and Indonesia), the
Middle East (Oman,
Bahrain, UAE and Qatar),
Africa (Egypt and Ethiopia)
and South Pacific (Fiji,
Solomon Islands, Samoa
and Vanuatu).
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Cash Flow Statement
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Balance Sheet

RATIO ANALYSIS
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We analyzed Asian Paints and discovered that the firm is
now trading at a discount, with a price lower than its true
value. The Earnings Multiple Approach to Valuation
determines a fair value of ₹3,511. 

Asian Paints' consistent performance track record and
excellent position to capitalize on opportunities in the
paint sector offer us reason to believe in the company's
long-term growth potential.

Given their robust revenue growth and impressive return
ratios, we retain our upgrade recommendation on Asian
Paints, with a target range of 3480 - 3511 in the future
years.

122 Vinoba Puri, Lajpat Nagar Part II,
New Delhi 110 024

WHAT SHOULD INVESTORS DO?

Rohit Kumar Sharma (Equity Research Analyst)

Asian Paints
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We used the Earnings Multiple Approach to value the
company because its earnings per share (EPS) has
consistently grown over the past five years, and we expect
this trend to continue in the future. The approach considers
three scenarios: conservative, neutral, and aggressive. In
the conservative scenario, we anticipate a slowdown in
EPS growth. In the neutral scenario, we expect EPS growth
to maintain its current pace. In the aggressive scenario, we
predict an acceleration in EPS growth. However, we
adopted a slightly conservative approach in all scenarios
to prioritize safety.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rohit-kumar-sharma-7454a0196
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DISCLAIMER:

This report is not for public distribution and has been furnished solely for
information and must not be reproduced or redistributed to others None
can use the report as a base for any claim, demand or cause of action
and, also none is responsible for any loss incurred based upon. The
investments discussed or recommended in this report may not be
suitable for all investors. Opinion expressed is the current opinion as of
the date appearing on the material only.
Further, the information in the document has been printed on the basis of
publicly available information; internal data and other sources believed to
be true and are for general guidance only but which may have not been
verified independently. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and completeness of information contained, the company
takes no responsibility and assumes no liability for any error/ omission or
accuracy of the information. Recipients of this material should rely on
their own judgments and conclusions from relevant sources before
making any investment.
The investment advice should not be considered to be or taken as an
offer to sell or a solicitation to buy/sell any security. Price and value of
the investments referred to in this material are subject to volatility. Past
performance is not a guide for future performance. Certain transactions -
futures, options and other derivatives as well as non-investment grade
securities are subjected to substantial risks and are not suitable for all
investors.


